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Securcube®PhoneLog – CSA (Cell Site Analysis), mobile extraction and 
correlation with other sources 

Securcube®PhoneLog (currently, vesion 4.6) is the CDR (Call Detail Record) analysing tool able to standardize, parse and 
correlate all the phone records provided by international carries (cellular providers). Besides, the software can combine 
and process, at the same time, mobile extraction from Cellebrite UFED, MSAB XRY and Oxygen Forensics. Further 
integration with the above-mentioned evidence comes from other digital data such as BTS (Base Transceiver Station) 
logs, GPS tracks, GPX files, highway traffic logs and much more. The idea is to build up a mind cooperation of multiple 
evidence and a successfully cross analysis able to point out a depth result not available with a separated, one-way 
analysis.  
 

The software: reliable, intuitive and fast 

Securcube®PhoneLog manages the files imported with the highest level of precision. It can import with a standard 
recognized structure called ‘importer’ all the files of interest into the case environment. The original file source always 
maintain its integrity for the traceability of the evidence until the end of the investigation. If required, the software can 
display a path to trace the original file and has the ability to export all the investigation with the original files imported 
during the case work in progress. Specific ‘raw data’ areas in the main software windows guarantee, with a simple click, 
to show exactly the investigated line within the whole group of records. The validity of the findings in front of the judge 
is vital and anytime that the investigation is completely exported, within the folder, is automatically created the HASH 
code. This code validation is available in all the single reports too.   
The import phase is an easy drag and drop (Fig. 1) to speed up the investigation. Many importers, structures to recognize 
and host the files in the system, are already in place into the software. Normally, the main CDR files in use are 
subscribers, users, IMEI, IMSI, cell towers traffic and cells lists, available with the extension .txt, .xls, .xslx, .pdf and .csv. 
Carriers can change the files format almost every day, also other files not necessarily CDR, and the investigator cannot 
wait for the next software release to manage the files content, so, the software provides a function called ‘importers’ 
that allows the creation of custom real time structures to go on with the import phase quickly. Every time that 
Securcube®PhoneLog detects a new file structure, colored icons inform the investigator about the best procedure to 
carry out. Besides Securcube s.r.l., with periodic software updates, guarantees a prompt reply to new file formats given 
by carriers.  
As described, Securcube®PhoneLog can import and correlate data from mobile extraction. The main formats managed 
by the software are .ufdr from UFED, .xml from XRY and .xml from Oxygen Forensic. The software supports the main 
data of the extraction showing them with intuitive map searches and positioning, messages content overview and 
timeline events match in accordance with phone records, logs and tracks too.  
Further import option is for the BTS log files and GPS tracks. The chance of study, in this case, is the simultaneous 
overview among all the phone records, cell towers coverage area and real users movements along the country on the 
map, drawing connection and building up various scenario of mobile devices habits.   
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Fig. 1: import phase with drag and drop.  

 
Securcube®PhoneLog has a simple and guided interface to manage the investigation. That’s exactly why the software can 
easily be used by investigators at all stages of digital forensics knowledge (Fig. 2). The intuitive graphical approach offers 
a step-by-step analysis development and the intermediate search results obtainable can always give a notice of a potential 
criticality in progress. It is important to prevent the pointless profiling of the suspects using a linear investigative method.  
The chance to practice into a user-friendly system lets investigators free to deploy a custom examination with a right 
balance between their digital investigation skills and the gradual familiarity with the software main functionalities. The 
software user manual guides the investigators within the main aspects of the analysis and represents the first source of 
reply at the right time. Securcube®PhoneLog replies in the most efficient way from the entry-level user until the skilled 
one who has the knowledge to build up on his own custom searches.   
The software, born specifically to support the growing phone records investigation outlook, envisages always the right 
suggestions to reach the desired suspect’s profile, in a deep and detailed way (Fig. 3; Fig. 4; Fig.5; Fig.6).  
 
 

 
Fig. 2: the intuitive interface shows graphically the records of the case. 
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Fig. 3: some examples of the profile habits. 
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Fig. 4: ‘Search on records’ is the simultaneous cross-analysis of every data of the case. 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 5: ‘Cross search’ is the graphical analysis and junction between entities. 
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Fig. 6: mobile extraction and CDR analysis. 

 
 
The software is suitable for Police Forces in charge of crime investigation and digital forensics lab analysis.  
 
 
TO SUMMARIZE: 

x Easy file import (worldwide cellular operators) 
x Fluent data overview 
x Quick&in-depth records analysis 
x Comprehensive reports for the trial (export formats with HASH code) 

 
Securcube®PhoneLog LICENSING METHODS:  
 

1. SW – single licence of use  
(reference between the machine code and licence code) 

2. SW – USB Dongle  
3. Server infrastructure  

(pre-requisites: Windows, Microsoft SQL Server) 
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